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Abstra t
A water erenkov dete tor proje t, of megaton s ale, to be installed in the Fréjus
underground site and dedi ated to nu leon de ay, neutrinos from supernovae, solar and
atmospheri

neutrinos, as well as neutrinos from a super-beam and/or a beta-beam

oming from CERN, is presented and

ompared with

ompetitor proje ts in Japan and

in the USA. The performan es of the European proje t are dis ussed, in luding the
possibility to measure the mixing angle

θ13

and the CP-violating phase

δ.
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1

Motivations

There is a steady 25 year long tradition of water erenkov observatories having produ ed
an in redibly ri h harvest of seminal dis overies.

The water erenkov movement was

started in the early 80's by the s ientists sear hing for proton de ay. It fullled indeed this
purpose by extending the proton de ay lifetimes a few orders of magnitude. Furthermore,
water erenkov's, through a serendipitous turn, as frequently happens in physi s, have
also inaugurated:

•

parti le astrophysi s through the dete tion of the neutrinos

oming from the explo-

sion of the supernova 1987a by IMB and Kamioka, a knowledged by the Nobel prize
for Koshiba

•

the golden era of neutrino mass and os illations by dis overing hints for atmospheri
neutrino os illations while at the same time

onrming earlier solar neutrino os il-

lation results.
The latest in the water erenkov series, the well known Super-Kamiokande, has now given
strong eviden e for a maximal os illation between
a

elerators have been designed to

νµ

and

ντ ,

and several proje ts with

he k this result. The results of the K2K experiment

onrm the os illation, and other experiments (MINOS in the USA, OPERA and ICARUS
at Gran Sasso) should rene most of the os illation parameters by 2010.
More re ently, after the results from SNO and KamLAND, a solid proof for solar
neutrino avour os illations governed by the so- alled LMA solution has been established.
We

an no longer es ape the fa t that neutrinos have indeed a mass, although the absolute

s ale is not yet known. Furthermore, the large mixing angles of the two above-mentioned
os illations and their relative frequen ies open the possibility to test CP violation in the

θ13 , is not vanishingly small (we presently have
sin (2θ13 ), provided by the CHOOZ experiment).

neutrino se tor if the third mixing angle,
only an upper limit at about 0.2 on
Su h a violation

2

ould have far rea hing

onsequen es, sin e it is a

ru ial ingredient of

leptogenesis, one of the presently preferred explanations for the matter dominan e in our
Universe.
The ideal tool for these studies is thought to be the so- alled neutrino fa tory, whi h
would produ e through muon de ay intense neutrino beams aimed at magneti

dete tors

pla ed several thousand kilometers away from the neutrino sour e.
However, su h proje ts would probably not be laun hed unless one is sure that the
mixing angle

θ13 ,

governing the os illation between

νµ

and

νe

at the higher frequen y,

is su h that this os illation is indeed observable. This is why physi ists have
the possibility of produ ing new

onsidered

onventional neutrino beams of unpre edented intensity,

made possible by re ent progress on the

on eption of proton drivers with a fa tor 10

in rease in power (4 MW ompared to the present 0.4 MW of the FNAL beam). While
2
the present limit on sin (2θ13 ) is around 0.2, these new neutrino superbeams would
2
−3
explore sin (2θ13 ) down to 2 · 10
(i.e a fa tor 100 improvement on the νµ - νe os illation
amplitude).
European working groups have studied a neutrino fa tory at CERN for some years,
based on a new proton driver of 4 MW, the SPL. Along the lines des ribed above, a

2

subgroup on neutrino os illations has studied the potentialities of a neutrino superbeam
produ ed by the SPL. The energy of produ ed neutrinos is around 300 MeV, so that
the ideal distan e to study

νµ

to

νe

os illations happens to be 130 km, that is exa tly

the distan e between CERN and the existing Fréjus laboratory. The present laboratory
annot house a dete tor of the size needed to study neutrino os illations, whi h is around
1 million

ubi

meters.

But the re ent de ision to dig a se ond gallery, parallel to the

present tunnel, oers a unique opportunity to realize the needed extension for a reasonable
pri e.
Due to the s hedule of the new gallery, a European proje t would be ompetitive
sin2 (2θ13 ) around 10−3 , sin e other
−2
proje ts in Japan (T2K phase 1) and USA (NoVA) will have rea hed 10
by 2015. The
only if the dete tor at Fréjus rea hes a sensitivity on

working group has then de ided to study dire tly a water erenkov dete tor with a mass
approa hing 1 megaton, ne essary to rea h the needed sensitivity. This dete tor has been
ni knamed MEMPHYS (for MEgaton Mass PHYSi s).

Its study has beneted from a

similar study by our Ameri an

olleagues, the so- alled UNO dete tor with a total mass
2
of 660 kilotons. Simulations have shown that the sensitivity on sin (2θ13 ) at a level of
−3
10
ould indeed be fullled with MEMPHYS.
This version of the proje t as two

ompetitors, sin e japanese and ameri an physi ists

have their own proje t, with similar potentialities.

But owing to a new idea re ently

proposed by Piero Zu

ould have a unique

helli, the european proje t

hara teristi s

whi h would make it very appealing. This idea is to send towards Fréjus, together with
the SPL superbeam, another kind of neutrino beam,

νe

produ ed by radioa tive nu lei stored in an a

good expertise on the produ tion and a

alled beta beam, made of

umulation ring.

νe

or

CERN has a very

eleration of radioa tive nu lei.

Studies show

that su h beams would rea h performan es even better than those of the SPL on the
os illation between

νe

and

νµ

, with a sensitivity on

θ13

down to half a degree, with a

fa tor four gain. But the main point is that both beams, if run simultaneously, would
allow to study the violation of CP symmetry in a mu h more e ient and redundant
way than when using only the SPL beam.
ex lusivity, would give a

This pe uliarity, whi h would be a CERN

onsiderable bonus to our proje t

on erning neutrino studies,

sin e it ould rea h sensitivities on CP violation as good as those of a neutrino fa tory
2
−3
for sin (2θ13 ) above 5 · 10 .
As mentioned in the beginning, su h a dete tor will not only do the physi s of neutrino
os illations, but would also address equally fundamental questions in parti le physi s and
parti le astrophysi s.
In parti ular, su h a dete tor

ould rea h a sensitivity around

1035

years on the proton

lifetime, whi h is pre isely the s ale at whi h su h de ays are predi ted by most supersymetri

or higher dimension grand unied theories, thus giving the hope for a fundamental

dis overy.
Su h a dete tor would also bring a wealth of information on supernova explosions: it
105 neutrino intera tions within a few se onds if su h an explosion

would dete t more than
o

urs in our galaxy, and would observe a statisti aly signi ant signal for explosions at

distan es up to 1 Mp , and provide a supernova trigger to other astroparti le dete tors
(gravitational antennas and neutrino teles opes). For gala ti
huge available statisti s would give a

supernova explosions, the

ess to a detailed des ription of the

3

ollapse me h-

anism and neutrino os illation parameters.

In addition, the huge mass of the dete tor

ould allow to dete t for the rst time the diuse neutrinos from past SN explosions.
The proposed dete tor is indeed a multipurpose dete tor addressing several issues of
utmost importan e.

4

2

Megaton Physi s

2.1

Proton de ay

Proton de ay is one of the few predi tions of Grand Unied Theories that

an be tested

in low-energy experiments. Its dis overy would denitely testify for a more fundamental
stru ture beyond the Standard Model.
In the past twenty years, the rst generation (IMB, Fréjus, Kamiokande) and se ond generation (Super-Kamiokande) proton de ay experiments have already put stringent
lower limits on the partial proton lifetimes, qualitatively ruling out non-supersymmetri

SU(5)

theories (rst generation) and the minimal supersymmetri

SU(5)

theory (se ond

generation). A megaton-s ale water erenkov dete tor would improve further the experimental sensitivity to proton de ay by more than one order of magnitude and allow to probe
non-minimal

SU(5) models as well as other types of GUTs, su

and higher-dimensional GUTs.

h as

SO(10), ipped SU(5)

Indeed, re ent experimental and theoreti al progresses
π 0 e+ , implying that

point towards smaller values of the partial lifetime of the proton into

this de ay mode  the most model-independent one  is not out of rea h,

ontrary to pre-

vious expe tations. Using the new, more a urate latti e al ulation of the nu leon de ay
0 +
35
16
4
2
matrix element one an estimate τ (p → π e ) ≈ 10 yrs (MX /10 GeV) ((1/25)/αGU T ) ,
where MX is the mass of
2
gGU
T /4π and gGU T is the

the superheavy gauge bosons mediating proton de ay,

αGU T ≡

value of the GUT gauge

oupling at the uni ation s ale. This
33
is to be ompared with the present Super-Kamiokande lower limit (5 × 10 yrs), and with
35
the expe ted sensivity of a megaton water erenkov dete tor (10 yrs after 10 years of

data taking for MEMPHYS).
The dominant de ay
model-dependent.

The

p → K + ν̄ ,

is mu h more

orresponding de ay rate indeed depends on the

ouplings and

hannel in supersymmetri

masses of the supersymmetri

GUTs,

partners of the heavy

on the details of the sparti le spe trum.

olour-triplet Higgs bosons, and

The ee tive triplet mass, in parti ular, is

extremely dependent on the GUT model. In many models, one nds an upper limit
τ (p → K + ν̄) ≤ few 1034 yrs [1℄[2℄[3℄, to be ompared with the present Super-Kamioka nde
33
lower limit (1.6 × 10 yrs), and with the expe ted sensivity of a megaton water erenkov
34
dete tor (2 × 10 yrs after 10 years for MEMPHYS).
There are many more de ay

hannels that

ould be a

essible to a megaton water

erenkov dete tor. The measurement of several partial lifetimes would allow to dis riminate between dierent Grand Unied models, at a time when, after several years of LHC
running, the supersymmetry lands ape will be drasti ally
severe ex lusion limits.

more general supersymmetri

2.2
The

laried, through dis overy or

Therefore the predi tions of proton lifetime, in

onstrained or

models, will be sharpened even further.

Supernovae
ore

ollapse supernovae are spe ta ular events whi h have been theoreti ally studied

for more than three de ades. After explosion the star loses energy, mainly by neutrino
emission, and

ools down, ending as a neutron star or a bla k hole. Many features of the

ollapse me hanism are indeed imprinted in the neutrinos released during the explosion.

5

At the same time, a gala ti supernova would give parti le physi ists the o asion to
17
explore the neutrino properties on s ales of distan e up to 10
km and of time up to
5
∼ 10 years and at very high density. The dete ted signal from a supernova explosion
depends on the stru ture of the neutrino mass spe trum and lepton mixing. Therefore, in
prin iple, studying the properties of a supernova neutrino burst one

an get information

about the values of parameters relevant for the solution of the solar neutrino problem, the
2
type of the mass ordering (the so- alled mass hierar hy), the mixing parameter sin θ13 ,
the presen e of sterile neutrinos and new neutrino intera tions.
It is generally believed that

ore- ollapse supernovae have o

urred throughout the

Universe sin e the formation of stars. Thus, there should exist a diuse ba kground of
neutrinos originating from all the supernovae that have ever o

urred. Dete tion of these

diuse supernova neutrinos (DSN) would oer insight about the history of star formation
and supernovae explosions in the Universe.
Now the requirements for a dete tor are to be very massive, lo ated underground,
to stay in operation for at least 20 years and to be equipped with a real time neutrino
dete tion ele troni s with a threshold around 10 MeV. For those reasons a megaton water
erenkov dete tor with a du ial volume around 450 kt is a good hoi e. Su h a dete tor
5
would dete t ∼ 10 events from a gala ti stellar ollapse, and of the order of 20 events
from a supernova in Andromeda galaxy, whi h is one of the
large mass of su h a dete tor

losest to our Milky way. The

ompared to other proposed and existing fa ilities means

that the sample olle ted will outnumber that of all other dete tors

ombined. The general

and relative performan es are summarized in se tion 4.2.
All types of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos are emitted from a
but not all are equally dete table. The

ν¯e

ore- ollapse supernova,

is most likely to intera t in a water erenkov

dete tor. Three main neutrino signals would be dete ted, ea h one yielding unique information:
1. Inverse beta de ay events (89%) allowing for a good determination of the time
evolution and energy distribution of the neutrino burst. The potentials would be
enhan ed by the dete tion of the neutron with the addition of a small mount of
Gadolinium [4℄.
2. Neutral

urrent events involving

16

O

(8%), whi h are sensitive to the temperature

of the neutrino spe trum.
3. Dire tional elasti

s attering events from

νx

+

provide the dire tion of the supernova within

2.3

θ13

e− and ν̄x + e− (∼ 3%).
±1 degree.

These events

and CP violation in os illations

In the re ent years, a series of experiments have provided strong eviden e for os illations
of solar and atmospheri neutrinos, and have started to pre isely onstrain the asso iated
2
2
parameters ∆m23 , ∆m12 , θ23 and θ12 . The third mixing angle θ13 is still unknown: all
◦
we have is an upper bound of θ13 ≤ 13
oming from the CHOOZ experiment [5℄. Its
2
measurement, as well as the determination of the sign of ∆m23 and therefore of the type
of mass hierar hy, is ru ial for dis riminating between dierent neutrino mass and mixing

6

s enarios. Moreover a pre ise determination of the PMNS matrix (whi h
CKM matrix is free from hadroni

un ertainties) would put very severe

models of fermion masses, in luding realisti

ontrary to the
onstraints on

GUT models, and thus shed some light on

the underlying avour theory. A neutrino super-beam from the CERN SPL to a megaton
water erenkov dete tor lo ated at Fréjus would allow to make a signi ant progress in
2
−3
and lose
this programme, rea hing in parti ular a sensitivity to sin (2θ13 ) lose to 10
−4
−4
to 2 · 10
with a Beta-beam (and 1 · 10
with both Super-beam and Beta-beam), see
se tion 4.3.
Due to its sensitivity to

θ13 ,

a megaton water erenkov dete tor would also be sensi2
in a large portion of the (∆m12 , θ13 ) parameter spa e.
Establishing CP violation in the lepton se tor would represent a major progress in parti le

tive to the CP violating phase

δ

physi s, sin e CP violation has only been observed in the quark se tor so far. Moreover,
CP violation is a

ru ial ingredient of leptogenesis, a me hanism for

reating the matter-

antimatter asymmetry of the Universe whi h relies on the out-of-equilibrium de ay of
heavy Majorana neutrinos. Although the phase involved in os illations is generally distin t from the phase responsible for leptogenesis, the measurement of a nonzero

δ

would

be a strong indi ation that leptogenesis may be at the origin of the baryon asymmetry
[6℄. Indeed, standard ele troweak baryogenesis would require a very light Higgs boson,
whi h is now ex luded by LEP, and only a small window remains for supersymmetri
ele troweak baryogenesis. Another ne essary ingredient of leptogenesis is the existen e of
Majorana neutrinos, whi h

ould be established by a positive signal in future neutrinoless

double beta de ay experiments.

7

3

Underground laboratory and dete tor

3.1

Results of a feasibility study in the

entral region of the Fréjus

tunnels
The site lo ated in the Fréjus mountain in the Alps, whi h is
onne ting Fran e (Modane) to Italy (Bardone
teristi s making it a very good
in Europe, aimed both at non-a

rossed by a road-tunnel

hia), has a number of interesting

hara -

andidate for the installation of a megaton-s ale dete tor
elerator and a

elerator based physi s. Its great depth

(4800 mwe, see gure 1), the good quality of the ro k, the fa t that it oers horizontal
a

ess, its distan e from CERN (130 km), the opportunity of the ex avation of a se -

ond (safety) tunnel, the very easy a

ess by train (TGV), by

ar (highways) and by

plane (Geneva, Torino and Lyon airports), the strong support from the lo al authorities
represent the most important of these

hara teristi s.

Figure 1: Muon ux as a fun tion of overburden. The Frejus site is indi ated by "LSM".
On the basis of these arguments, the DSM (CEA) and IN2P3 (CNRS) institutions
de ided to perform a feasibility study of a Large Underground Laboratory in the

entral

region of the Fréjus tunnel, near the already existing, but mu h smaller, LSM Laboratory. This preliminary study has been performed by the SETEC (Fren h) and STONE
(Italian)

ompanies and is now

ompleted. These

ompanies already made the study and

managed the realisation of the Fréjus road tunnel and of the LSM (Laboratoire Souterain
de Modane) Laboratory. A large number of pre ise and systemati
ro k

measurements of the

hara teristi s, performed at that time, have been used to make a pre-sele tion of

the most favourable regions along the road tunnel and to
present pre-study for the Large Laboratory.
8

onstrain the simulations of the

Figure 2: Possible layout of the Fréjus underground laboratory.

Three regions have been pre-sele ted : the

entral region and two other regions at

about 3 km from ea h entran e of the tunnel. Two dierent shapes have been
for the

avities to be ex avated: the tunnel shape and the

onsidered

ylindri al shaft shape. The

main purpose was to determine the maximum possible size for ea h of them, the most
sensitive dimension being the width (the so- alled span) of the
The very interesting results of this preliminary study

avities.

an be summarized as follows :

1. the best site (ro k quality) is found in the middle of the mountain, at a depth of
4800 mwe;
2. of the two

onsidered shapes : tunnel and shaft, the shaft shape is strongly

preferred;

Φ

= 65 m and a full height h = 80

4. with egg shape or intermediate shape between

ylinder and egg shapes the vol-

3.

ylindri al shafts are feasible up to a diameter
3
m (∼ 250000 m );

ume of the shafts
5. the estimated

ould be still in reased (see Fig. 3);

ost is

∼

80 M Euro per shaft.

Fig. 2 shows a possible onguration for this large Laboratory, where up to ve shafts,
3
of about 250000 m ea h, an be lo ated between the road tunnel and the railway tunnel,
in the

entral region of the Fréjus mountain.

Two possible s enarios for Water erenkov dete tors are, for instan e:

•

3
3 shafts of 250000 m ea h, with a du ial mass of 440 kton (UNO-like s enario).

•

4 shafts of 250000 m

3

ea h, with a du ial mass of 580 kton.

In both s enarios one additional shaft

ould be ex avated for a Liquid Argon and/or a

liquid s intillator dete tor of about 100 kton total mass.
The next step will be a Design Study for this Large Laboratory, performed in

lose

onne tion with the Design Study of the dete tors and onsidering the ex avation of 3 to
3
5 shafts of about 250 000 m ea h, the asso iated equipments and the me hani s of the
dete tor modules.
9

Figure 3: An example of egg shape simulation,

onstrained by the ro k parameter mea-

surements made during the road tunnel and the present laboratory ex avation. The main
feasibility

riterium is that the signi antly perturbated region around the

avity should

not ex eed a thi kness of about 10 m.

3.2

Dete tor: general

The 20 year long su
demonstrated the

•

onsiderations

essful operation of the Super-Kamiokande dete tor has

learly

apabilities and limitations of large water erenkov dete tors :

This te hnique is by far the

heapest and the most stable to instrument a very large

dete tor mass, as pri e is dominated by the photodete tors and their asso iated
ele troni s (this pri e growing like the outer surfa e of the dete tor), while the
a tive mass, made of water, is essentially free ex ept for the puri ation system

•

These dete tors are mainly limited in size by the nite attenuation length of erenkov
light, found to be 80 meters at

λ = 400

nm in Super-Kamiokande, and by the pres-

sure of water on the photomultipliers at the bottom of the tank, whi h gives a
pra ti al limit of 80 m in height. At large depths, the maximal size of underground
avities a tually limits relevant dimensions to about 70 m.

•

The dete tion prin iple

onsists in measuring erenkov rings produ ed by

parti les going faster than light in water. This has several
1. neutral parti les and

harged

onsequen es :

harged parti les below erenkov threshold are unde-

te table, so that some energy may be missing
2.

ompli ated topologies are di ult to handle, and in pra ti e only events with
less than 3 to 5 rings are e iently re onstru ted

3. ring topology, based on their degree of fuzziness, allows to separate between
ele tromagneti

(e,

γ)

rings and (µ,

10

π)

rings

4. the threshold in parti le energy depends mainly on photo athode

overage and

also on water purity (due to radioa tive ba kgrounds, su h as radon). SuperKamiokande has a hieved an energy threshold of 5 MeV with 40%

athode

overage
5. due to points 1 and 2, water erenkov dete tors are not suited to measure high
energy neutrino intera tions, as more rings and more undete table parti les
are produ ed. A further limitation

omes from the onfusion between single
π 0 's giving 2 overlapping rings. In

ele tron or gamma rings and high energy

pra ti e water erenkov's stay ex ellent neutrino dete tors for energies below
1 (may be 2) GeV, when intera tions are mostly quasi-elasti
0
from π well separated.

3.3

and the 2 rings

Dete tor design

Three dete tor designs are being

arried out worldwide, namely Hyper-Kamiokande [7℄ in

Japan, UNO [8℄ in the USA and the present proje t MEMPHYS in Europe. All of them
are rather mild extrapolations of Super-Kamiokande, and rely on the expertise a quired
after 20 years of operation of this dete tor. Their main

hara teristi s are summarized in

table 1.
These 3 proje ts aim at a du ial mass around half a megaton, taking into a

ount

the ne essity to have a veto volume on the edge of the dete tor, 1 to 2 meters thi k, plus
a minimal distan e of about 2 meters between photodete tors and intera tion verti es,
leaving some spa e for ring development. The main dieren es between the 3 proje ts lie in
the geometry of the
intermediate with 3

avities (tunnel shape for Hyper-Kamiokande, shafts for MEMPHYS,
ubi

modules for UNO), and the photo athode

overage, similar

to Super-Kamiokande for Hyper-Kamiokande and MEMPHYS, while UNO keeps this
overage on only 1
reasons.

ubi

dete tor, while the 2 others have only 10%

overage for

ost

Another important parameter is the ro k overburden, similar for UNO and

MEMPHYS (4800 mwe), but smaller for Hyper-Kamiokande (1500 mwe), whi h might
be a limiting fa tor for low energy physi s, due to spallation produ ts and fast neutrons
produ ed by
The basi

osmi

muons, more abundant by 2 orders of magnitude (see gure 1).

unit for MEMPHYS

onsists of a

diameter and 65 meters high, whi h

ylindri al dete tor module 65 meters in

an be housed in a

ylindri al

diameter and 80 meter height, as proven by the prestudy. This

avity with 70 meter

orresponds to a water

mass of 215 kilotons, that is only 4 times the Super-Kamiokande dete tor. Conservatively
substra ting 2 m for the outer veto plus 2 m for the du ial volume, this leaves us with
a du ial mass of 146 kilotons per module. The baseline design uses 3 modules, giving
a total du ial mass of 440 kilotons, like UNO,

orresponding to fa tor 20 in rease over

Super-Kamiokande (4 modules would give 580 kiloton du ial mass). The modular aspe t
is a tually mandatory for maintenan e reasons, so that at least 2 of the 3 modules would be
a tive at any time, giving 100% duty

y le for supernova explosions. Furthermore, it would

oer the possibility to add Gadolinium in one of the modules, whi h has been advo ated
to improve diuse supernova neutrino dete tion.
time of less than 10 years, and of

We estimate an overall

ourse the rst module

ompletion of the two other modules.
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onstru tion

ould start physi s during the

UNO (USA)

HyperK (Japan)

MEMPHYS (Europe)

Henderson / Homestake

To hibora

Fréjus

4500/4800

1500

4800

Parameters

Underground laboratory
lo ation
depth (m.e.w.)
Long Base Line (km)

1480 ÷ 2760

/

1280 ÷ 2530

FermiLab÷BNL

290

130

JAERI

CERN

Dete tor dimensions
type

3

ubi

ompartments

2 twin tunnels

12

5
dimensions

3 × (60 × 60 × 60)m3

du ial mass (kt)

440

3÷5

shafts

ompartments

2 × 5 × (φ = 43m × L = 50m) (3 ÷ 5) × (φ = 65m × H = 65m)
550
440 ÷ 730

Photodete tors
type

20" PMT

number (internal dete tor)
surfa e

overage
Table 1:

57,000
40% (1/3) & 10% (2/3)

Some basi

13" H(A)PD
20,000 per

ompartment

40%

12" PMT
81,000 per shaft
30%

parameters of the three Water erenkov dete tor baseline designs

3.4

Photodete tion

The baseline photodete tor

hoi e is photomultipliers (PMT) as they have su

essfuly

equipped the previous generation of large water erenkov dete tors and many other types
of presently running dete tors in HEP. The PMT density should be

hosen to allow

ex ellent sensitivity to a broad range of nu leon de ays and neutrino physi s while keeping
the instrumentation

osts under

ontrol.

Our goal for MEMPHYS is to rea h in the whole dete tor the same energy threshold
as Super-Kamiokande, that is 5 MeV, important for solar neutrino studies, for the proton
15
+
N desex itation, and also very useful for SN
de ay into K ν using the 6 MeV tag from

νµ

explosions, sin e the measurement of the
neutral

and

ντ

uxes

ould be a hieved using the

urrent ex itation of Oxygen.

Our rst approa h was to onsider 20" Hamamatsu tubes as used by Super-Kamiokande,
but the

ost for 40%

overage be omes prohibitive, as these tubes are manually blown

by spe ially trained people, whi h makes them very expensive.
presented at the NNN05

onferen e by Photonis

sibility of using instead 12" PMT's, whi h
better

hara teristi s

Following a suggestion

ompany, we have

onsidered the pos-

an be automati ally manufa tured and have

ompared to 20" tubes : quantum e ien y (24% vs 20%),

olle -

tion e ien y (70% vs 60%), risetime (5 ns vs 10 ns), jitter (2.4 ns vs 5.5 ns).

Based

on these numbers, 30%

overage with 12" PMT's would give the same number of photo-

ele trons per MeV as a 40% overage with 20" tubes. Taking into a ount the ratio of
2
2
photo athodes (615 m vs 1660 m ), this implies that going from 20" tubes to twi e as
many 12" tubes will give the same dete ted light, with a bonus on time resolution and
on pixel lo ations. If the dark
i ally the trigger rate, we

urrent of better photo athodes does not in rease dramat-

an expe t MEMPHYS performan es be at least as good as

Super-Kamiokande. A GEANT4 based Monte Carlo is under development to quantify the
ee tive gain. Pri ewise, ea h 20" PMT
osting 800 Euros ea h. The only
not

osting 2500 Euros is repla ed by 2 12" PMT's

aveat is to make sure that the savings on PMT's are

an elled by the doubling of ele troni

hannels. An R&D on ele troni s integration

is presently underway (see Se . 3.6).

3.5

Photomultiplier tests

A joint R&D program between Photonis

ompany and Fren h laboratories has been

laun hed to test the quality of the 12" PMTs in the foreseen
depth, and to make a realisti

onditions of deep water

market model for the produ tion of about 250,000 PMTs

that would be ne essary to get the 30% geometri al

overage.

In parallel, studies on new photo-sensors have been laun hed. The aim is to redu e
ost, while improving produ tion rate and performan e, as it is essential to a hieve the
long term stability and reliability whi h is proven for PMTs. Hybrid photosensors (HPD)
ould be a solution : the prin iple has been proven by ICRR and Hamamatsu with a
5" HPD prototype. Su

essful results from tests of an 13" prototype operated with 12
3 · 104 gain, good single photon sensitivity, 0.8 ns time

kV are now available, showing a

resolution and a satisfa tory gain and timing uniformity over the photo- athode area. The
development of HPD has also been initiated in Europe, in
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ollaboration with Photonis.

3.6
The

Smart-photodete tor ele troni s
2
overage of large areas (around 17,500 m for MEMPHYS) with photodete tors at

lowest

ost implies a readout integrated ele troni s

ir uit ( alled ASIC). This makes

it possible to integrate: high-speed dis riminator on the single photoele tron (pe), the
digitisation of the harge on 12 bits ADC to provide numeri al signals on a large dynami al
range (200 pe), the digitisation of time on 12 bits TDC to provide time information with
a pre ision of 1 ns, and

hannel-to- hannel gain adjustment to homogenize the response of

the photomultipliers and to thus use a

ommon high voltage. Su h an ASIC for readout

ele troni s allows moreover a strong redu tion of the
(high-voltage units,
may be put as

osts, as well as external

omponents

ables of great quality...) sin e the ele troni s and the High Voltage

lose as possible to the PMTs and the generated numeri al signals are

dire tly usable by trigger logi al units and the data a quisition

omputers (Fig. 4).

The main di ulty in asso iating very fast analog ele troni s and digitization on a
broad dynami

range does not make it possible yet to integrate all these fun tions in only

one integrated

ir uit, but

ertain parts were already developed separately as for example

in the OPERA Read Out Channel [9℄ (Fig. 5). The evolution of integrated te hnologies,
in parti ular BiCMOS SiGe 0.35µm, now make it possible to
has triggered a new

onsider su h

ir uits and

ampaign of resear h and development.

Figure

5:

Sket h

of

the

existing

Read Out ele troni s developed for the
OPERA Target Tra ker and that is inFigure 4:

sensor basi
trix of
troni

Sket h of a possible photomodule

4×4
box

omposed of a ma-

tented to be extended for MEMPHYS by
integrating the ADC and TDC.

12" PMTs with the ele -

ontaining the High Voltage

unit and the Readout

hip.
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4

Dete tor Performan e

As mentioned above, we

onsider a massive water erenkov dete tor à la UNO [7℄ and

review the performan es of su h a dete tor for the main physi s elds.

4.1

Proton de ay sensitivity

For proton de ay, no spe i

simulation for MEMPHYS has been

arried out yet.

We

therefore rely on the study done by UNO, adapting the results to MEMPHYS (whi h has
an overall better

4.1.1

overage) when possible.

p → e+ π 0

Following UNO study, the dete tion e ien y of

ǫ =43% for a 20 in
The

h-PMT

p → e+ π 0

(3 showering rings event) is

overage of 40% or its equivalent, as envisioned for MEMPHYS.

orresponding estimated atmospheri

neutrino indu ed ba kground is at the level of

2.25 events/Mt.yr. From these e ien ies and ba kground levels, proton de ay sensitivity
as a fun tion of dete tor exposure
10

an be estimated (see Fig. 6).

37

10

0

p→eπ sensitivity (90% CL)

10

10

+

p→νK sensitivity (90% CL)

36

Partial Lifetime (years)

Partial Lifetime (years)

10

detector (A) (Super-K)
effSK=44%
BGSK≈2.2ev/Mtyr

35

eff=3/4 x effSK
S/N=3/4 x (S/N)SK

34

eff=1/2 x effSK
S/N=1/2 x (S/N)SK

10

33

current status
33

79ktyr, 5.0 x 10

10

37

10

36

10

35

10

34

combined
sensitivity
current limit
79.3ktyr
33
1.6 x 10 yrs
µ spectrum
+ 0

π π

10

33

10

32

prompt γ

yrs

32

10

Figure 6:

2

3

4

10
10
Exposure (kton year)

Sensitivity for

10

5

10

6

10

e+ π 0

proton

de ay lifetime, as determined by UNO
[7℄.

MEMPHYS

orresponds to

ase

(A).

1035

years partial lifetime

MEMPHYS (similar to

4.1.2

Figure 7:

2

3

4

10
10
Exposure (kton year)

10

5

Expe ted sensitivity on

10

6

νK +

proton de ay as a fun tion of MEMPHYS exposure [7℄ (see text for details).

ould be rea hed at the 90% CL for a 5 Mt.yr exposure with

ase A in gure 6).

p → νK +

Sin e the

K+

is below the erenkov threshold, this

hannel is dete ted via the de ay

produ ts of the kaon: a 256 MeV/ muon and its de ay ele tron (type I) or a 205 MeV/
0
and π (type II), with the possibility of a delayed (12 ns) oin iden e with the 6 MeV

π+
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Figure 8: The number of events in a 400 kt water erenkov dete tor (left s ale) and in

SK (right s ale) in all

hannels and in the individual dete tion

hannels as a fun tion of

distan e for a supernova explosion [10℄.

nu lear de-ex itation prompt γ (Type III). In Super-Kamiokande, the e ien y for the
+
re onstru tion of p → νK is ǫ = 33% (I), 6.8% (II) and 8.8% (III), and the ba kground is
at the 2100, 22 and 6/Mt.yr level. For the prompt
by mis-re onstru tion.

γ method, the ba

kground is dominated

As stated by UNO, there are good reasons to believe that this

ba kground

an be lowered at the level of 1/Mt.yr orresponding to the atmospheri
+
neutrino intera tion νp → νΛK . In these onditions, and using Super-Kamiokande
34
years
performan es, a 5 Mt.yr MEMPHYS exposure would allow to rea h the 2 × 10
partial lifetime (see Fig. 7).

4.2

Supernova neutrinos

4.2.1 Core- ollapse
The large mass of a MEMPHYS-type dete tor means that the sample of events

olle ted

during a supernova explosion would outnumber that of all other existing dete tors. For
5
instan e, for a supernova at 10 kp ∼ 2 × 10 events would be observed, whereas SuperKamiokande (22.5 kt) will see only 9,000 events (see Figure 8, from ref. [10℄).
numbers are to be

ompared with the 19 (11 for Kamiokande and 8 for IMB) events

oming from the SN1987A in the Large Magellani
An estimated number of
entury.

These

3±1

supernovae o

Cloud (50 kp ).

ur in our galaxy and its satellites every

A MEMPHYS-type dete tor would also be sensitive to supernovae o

urring

throughout the lo al group of galaxies. For a supernova explosion in Andromeda (730890 kp ), the proposed dete tor will olle t roughly the same amount of neutrinos dete ted
for the SN1987A. A handful of events might be seen even at a distan e as large as 3 Mp .
16

One of the unsolved problems in astrophysi s is the me hanism of supernova

ore-

ollapse. Inverse beta de ay events from the sili on burning phase pre eding the supernova
explosion have very low (sub-threshold) positron energies, and
through neutron

ould only be dete ted

apture by adding Gadolinium [4℄, provided that they

distinguished from ba kground u tuations.

an be statisti ally

The sili on burning signal should then be

seen with a statisti al signi an e of 2÷8 standard deviations at a referen e distan e of 1
kp . Unfortunately, at the gala ti

enter (∼10 kp ) the estimated sili on burning signal

would be 100 times smaller and thus unobservable.
There are better prospe ts to observe the neutronization burst from a gala ti
nova by means of elasti

s attering on ele trons, in luding

super-

ontributions from all avors:

a 0.4 Mton dete tor might observe su h signal with a statisti al signi an e at the level
of 4 standard deviations. At the distan e of the Large Magellani

Cloud, however, the

sensitivity drops dramati ally.
Returning to the overall rate in the inverse beta
for a gala ti

hannel, the high statisti s available

supernova explosion will allow many possible spe tral analyses, providing

insight both on the properties of the

ollapse me hanism and on those of neutrinos.

For the rst topi , an example is given in [10℄ in the
based on the

ontext of sho k-wave ee ts,

omparison of arrival times in dierent energy bins.

Con erning the spe tral properties whi h depend on neutrino os illation parameters, it
has been shown in [11℄ that a dete tor like the proposed one,
hannel alone with the

onsidering the inverse-beta

urrent best values of solar neutrino os illation parameters, would

τE , dened as the
τE = hEν̄µ i/hEν̄e i, with a

allow the determination of the parameter

ratio of the average energy

of time-integrated neutrino spe tra

pre ision at the level of few

per ent, to be ompared with a ∼20% error possible at Super-Kamiokande. This would
2
−3
make it possible to distinguish normal from inverted mass hierar hy, if sin θ13 > 10
2
−6
[12℄. In the region sin θ13 ∼ (3 · 10
−3 · 10−4 ), measurements of sin2 θ13 are possible with
a sensitivity at least an order of magnitude better than planned terrestrial experiments
[12℄.
Up to now we have investigate supernova explosions o
the

urring in our galaxy, however

al ulated rate of supernova explosions within a distan e of 10 Mp

is about one

per year. Although the number of events from a single explosion at su h large distan es
would be small, the signal

ould be separated from the ba kground with the request to

observe at least two events within a time window

omparable to the neutrino emission

time-s ale (∼10 se ), together with the full energy and time distribution of the events
[13℄. In a MEMPHYS-type dete tor, with at least two neutrinos observed, a supernova
ould be identied without opti al

onrmation, so that the start of the light

urve

ould

be fore asted by a few hours, along with a short list of probable host galaxies.

This

would also allow the dete tion of supernovae whi h are either heavily obs ured by dust
or are opti ally dark due to prompt bla k hole formation. Neutrino dete tion with a time
oin iden e

ould therefore a t as a pre ise time trigger for other supernova dete tors

(gravitational antennas or neutrino teles opes).
Finally, one
a

an noti e that ele tron elasti

ura y on the supernova explosion of about

17

s attering events would provide a pointing

1◦ .

Figure 9: Diuse Supernova Neutrino signal and ba kgrounds (left) and subtra ted signal

with statisti al errors (right) in a 440 kt water erenkov dete tor with a 10 years exposure.
The sele tion e ien ies of SK were assumed; the e ien y
the spallation

hange at 34 MeV is due to

ut.

4.2.2 Diuse Supernova Neutrinos
An upper limit on the ux of neutrinos
Diuse Supernova Neutrinos

1

oming from all past

ore- ollapse supernovae (the

, DSN) has been set by the Super-Kamiokande experiment

[14℄, however most of the estimates are below this limit and therefore DSN dete tion
thorough inverse beta de ay appears to be feasible at a megaton s ale water erenkov
dete tor.
Typi al estimates for DSN uxes (see for example [15℄) predi t an event rate of the
−2 −1
−1
order of 0.1÷0.5 m s MeV
for energies above 20 MeV, a ut imposed by the reje tion of spallation events. After experimental sele tions analogous to the ones applied
in the Super-Kamiokande analysis, su h events are retained with an e ien y of about
47% for energies between 20 and 35 MeV; this is to be

onsidered as a very

tive estimate at MEMPHYS, where the bigger overburden will redu e the
indu ed ba kground and less stringent sele tion
ba kgrounds remain: atmospheri

νe

and

riteria

ν̄e , and de

an be applied. Two irredu ible

ay ele trons from the so

ible muons generated by CC intera tion of atmospheri

onserva-

osmi -muon
alled invis-

neutrinos and having an energy

below threshold for erenkov signal.
The spe tra of the two ba kgrounds were taken from the Super-Kamiokande estimates
and res aled to a du ial mass of 440 kton of water, while the expe ted signal was
puted a

ording to the model

om-

alled LL in [15℄. The results are shown in Fig. 9: the signal

ould be observed with a statisti al signi an e of about 2 standard deviations after 10
years.
As pointed out in [10℄, with addition of Gadolinium [4℄ the dete tion of the
neutron would give the possibility to reje t neutrinos other than

ν̄e

from spallation events

1 We prefer to denote these neutrinos as Diuse rahter than Reli  to avoid
primordial neutrinos produ ed one se ond after the Big Bang.
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aptured

onfusion with the

Figure 10:

ν̄e

Possible 90% C.L. measurement of the emission parameters of supranova

emission after 5 years running of a Gd-enhan ed Super-Kamiokande dete tor, whi h

would

orrespond to 1 year of one MEMPHYS shaft. The points

orespond to dierent

assumptions on the average energy and integrated luminaosty: A,B,C are taken at the
edge of the region ex luded by SK, D is often regarded aas the

anoni al values for

ν̄e

emission before neutrino mixing. See [16℄.

and from atmospheri

origin, and the dete tion threshold

ould be lowered signi antly

- to about 10 MeV - with a large gain on signal statisti s. The tails of rea tor neutrino
spe tra would be ome the most relevant sour e of un ertainty on the ba kground. In su h
ondition, not only would the statisti al signi an e of the signal be ome mu h higher,
but is would even be possible to distinguish between dierent theoreti al predi tions.
For example, the three models

onsidered in [15℄ would give 409, 303 and 172 events

respe tively above 10 MeV. An analysis of the expe ted DSN spe trum that would be
observed with a Gadolinium-loaded water erenkov dete tor has been
[16℄: the possible limits on the emission parameters of supernova

ν̄e

arried out in

emission have been

omputed for 5 years running of a Gd-enhan ed SuperKamiokande dete tor, whi h would
orrespond to 1 year of one MEMPHYS shaft, and are shown in Fig. 10. Detailed studies
on

4.3

hara terization of the ba kgrounds, however, are needed.

Neutrino os illation physi s

4.3.1 With the CERN-SPL SuperBeam
In the initial CERN-SPL SuperBeam proje t [17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄ the planned 4MW SPL
(Super ondu ting Proton Lina ) would deliver a 2.2 GeV/ proton beam sent on a Hg
π + (π − ) beam fo used by a suitable magneti horn in a

target to generate an intense

short de ay tunnel. As a result, an intense

νµ

19

beam is produ ed mainly via the

π -de

ay,

π + → νµ µ+

φ ∼ 3.6·1011 νµ /year/m2 at 130
The νe ontamination from K is

providing a ux

average energy of 0.27 GeV.

Km of distan e, and an
suppressed by threshold

ee ts and amounts to 0.4%. The use of a near and far dete tor (the latter 130 km away
at Fréjus [22℄, see Se . 3.1) will allow for both

νµ -disappearan

e and

νµ → νe

appearan e

studies. The physi s potential of the 2.2 GeV SPL SuperBeam (SPL-SB) with a water
erenkov far dete tor with a du ial mass of 440 kton, has been extensively studied [18℄.
New developments show that the potential of the SPL-SB potential
by rising the SPL energy to 3.5 GeV [23℄, to produ e more

ould be improved

opious se ondary mesons and

to fo us them more e iently. This in rease in energy is made possible by using state of
the art RF

avities instead of the previously foreseen LEP

avities [24℄.

The fo using system (magneti horns) originally optimized in the
Fa tory [25, 26℄ has been redesigned onsidering the spe i

ontext of a Neutrino

requirements of a Super Beam.

The most important points are that the phase spa es that are

overed by the two types

of horns are dierent, and that for a Super Beam the pions to be fo used should have an
energy of the order of 800 MeV to get a mean neutrino energy of
in kaon produ tion rate, giving higher

νe

300

MeV. The in rease

ontamination, has been taken into a

ount, and

should be rened using HARP results [27℄.
In this upgraded

onguration, the neutrino ux is in reased by a fa tor

respe t to the 2.2 GeV
about
A

95

onguration, and the number of expe ted

kton · yr in MEMPHYS.
2
−3
sensitivity sin (2θ13 ) < 0.8 · 10

νµ

harged

∼ 3

with

urrents is

per

is obtained in a 2 years

νµ

plus 8 year

νµ

run (for

δ = 0, intrinsi

degenera y a ounted for, sign and o tant degenera ies not a ounted for),
2
◦
−3
allowing for a dis overy of CP violation (at 3 σ level) for δ ≥ 60 for sin (2θ13 ) = 1.8·10
2
◦
−2
and improving to δ ≥ 20 for sin (2θ13 ) ≥ 2 · 10
[28, 29℄. These performan es are
shown in Fig. 13, they are found equivalent to Hyper-Kamiokande.
been obtained rst using realisti

These limits have

simulations based on Super-Kamiokande performan es

(Ba kground level, signal e ien ies, and asso iated systemati s at the level of 2%), and
more re ently
Let us

onrmed using GLoBES [30℄.

on lude this se tion by mentioning that further studies of the SPL superbeam

will take pla e inside the Te hni al Design Study to be submitted to Europe by the
neutrino fa tory

ommunity towards the end of 2006.

4.3.2 With the CERN BetaBeams
BetaBeams have been proposed by P. Zu
pure, well

ollimated and intense

νe

helli in 2001 [31℄.

The idea is to generate

(ν e ) beams by produ ing,

olle ting, a

elerating

radioa tive ions and storing them in a de ay ring in 10 ns long bun hes, to suppress
the atmospheri

neutrino ba kgrounds.

The resulting BetaBeam spe tra

an be easily

omputed knowing the beta de ay spe trum of the parent ion and the Lorentz boost
fa tor

γ,

and these beams are virtually ba kground free from other avors. The best ion
18
6
Ne and He; for νe and ν e respe tively. The s hemati layout of
andidates so far are

a Beta Beam is shown in gure 12. It

onsists of three parts :

1. A low energy part, where a small fra tion (lower than 10%) of the protons a elerated
18
6
by the SPL are shot on spe i target to produ e
Ne or He; these ions are then
olle ted by an ECR sour e of new generation [32℄ whi h delivers ion bun hes with
20
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Figure 11: Neutrino ux of

β -Beam (γ = 100)

and CERN-SPL SuperBeam, 3.5 GeV, at

130 Km of distan e.

100 keV energy, then a

elerated in a LINAC up to 100 MeV/u. This part

ould be

shared with nu lear physi ists involved in the EURISOL proje t [33, 34℄.
2. The a

eleration to the nal energy uses a rapid

whi h further a

y ling

y lotron (labelled PSB)

elerates and bun hes the ions before sending them to the PS and

the SPS, where they rea h their nal energy (γ around 100).

In this pro ess, 16

bun hes (150 ns long) in the booster are transformed into 4 bun hes (10 ns long) in
the SPS.
3. Ions of the required energy are then stored in a de ay ring, with 2500 m long
straight se tions for a total length of 7000 m, so that 36% of the de ays give a
strongly

ollimated and ultra pure neutrino beam aimed at the Fréjus dete tor.

A baseline study for the betabeam has been initiated at CERN, and is now going on within
the european FP6 design study for EURISOL. A spe i

task is devoted to the study of

the high energy part (last 2 items above). A

on eptual design for the de ay

omplete

ring has already been performed. The inje tion in the ring uses the asymetri

merging

s heme, validated by experimental tests at CERN. The a tual performan es of the new
ECR sour es will also be studied with prototypes in the framework of the EURISOL
design study.
The potential of su h betabeams sent to MEMPHYS has been studied in the ontext
18 6
of the baseline s enario, using referen e uxes of 5.8·10
He useful de ays/year and
18 18
2.2·10
Ne de ays/year, orresponding to a reasonable estimate by experts in the eld
of the ultimately a hievable uxes.

γ6 He = 60 and γ18 Ne = 100.
tually γ = 100 for both spe ies,

First os illation physi s studies [36, 37, 38, 39℄ used
it was soon realized that the optimal values were a
the

But
and

orresponding performan es are shown in gure 13, exhibiting a strong improvement
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EURISOL

Existing at CERN
DECAY
RING

Proton
driver

B = 5T
L = 6880 m

SPS

Isol target
& Ion source

New RFQ
Linac
PS

PSB

Figure 12: A s hemati

layout of the BetaBeam

omplex.

part is largely similar to the EURISOL proje t [33℄. The

On the left, the low energy

entral part (PS and SPS) uses

existing fa ilities. On the right, the de ay ring has to be built.

over SPL superbeam performan es, extending the range of sensitivity for
−4
to 2 · 10
and improving CP violation sensitivity at lower values of θ13 .
To

sin2 (2θ13 )

down

on lude this se tion, let us mention a very re ent development of the Beta Beam

on ept leading to the possibility to have mono hromati , single avor neutrino beams by
using ions de aying through the ele tron apture pro ess [40, 41℄. A suitable ion andidate
150
exists :
Dy, whose performan es have been already delineated [40℄. Su h beams would
in parti ular be perfe t to pre isely measure neutrino
with the possibility of an energy s an by varying the
For a review of the dierent Beta Beam

γ

ross se tions in a near dete tor
value of the ions.

ongurations, see [42℄.

4.3.3 Combining SPL Super Beam and Beta Beam
Sin e betabeams use only a small fra tion of the protons available from the SPL, both
beta beam and superbeam

an be run at the same time. The

and betabeam results further improves the sensitivity on

θ13

ombination of superbeam

and

δ , as shown on gure 13.

It is better in all ases than Hyper-Kamiokande sensitivity, ex ept maybe for very large
2
values of sin (2θ13 ) above 0.04 The sensitivity on CP violation is even better than that
2
−3
of a neutrino fa tory for sin (2θ13 ) above 3.5 · 10
(but neutrino fa tories are still a
fa tor 3 better for

θ13

sensitivity). This

advantages, sin e the same parameters
ways, using 2 pairs of CP related
CPT related
the systemati

ombination of super and betabeams oers other

θ13

and

δCP

may be measured in many dierent

hannels, 2 pairs of T related

hannels whi h should all give

hannels, and 2 pairs of

oherent results. In this way the estimates of

errors, dierent for ea h beam, will be experimentally

ross- he ked. And,

needless to say, the unos illated data for a given beam will give a large sample of events
orresponding to the small sear hed-for signal with the other beam, adding more handles
on the understanding of the dete tor response.
The MEMPHYS dete tor performan es in
the

γ = 100 Beta Beam have been re

onjun tion with the SPL SuperBeam and

ently revised in [43℄. In this paper are also
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Figure 13: LEFT: θ13 90% C.L. sensitivity as fun tion of δCP for ∆m23 = 2.5·10 eV ,
sign(∆m223 ) = 1, 2% systemati errors. SPL-SB sensitivities have been omputed for a 2

year

νµ

+ 8 year

νµ

run,

β B (γ

= 100) for a 5 year

bins for both beams. The ombination of SPL-SB and
urves are adapted from [35℄: HK

νe + 5 year ν e run, 200 MeV energy
β B is also shown. HK and NuFACT

urves orresponds to Hyper-Kamiokande with the same

du ial mass, running time and systemati s as MEMPHYS, using the 4MW beam from
JAERI. The NuFACT

urve

orresponds to 5 year runs for ea h polarity, two 50kton

iron dete tors lo ated at 3000 and 7000 km re eiving neutrinos from 10

21

useful 50 GeV

muon de ays per year, dete tor systemati s set at 2%, matter prole un ertainty set at
5%, energy threshold set at 4 GeV. RIGHT:
the same

onditions.
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δCP

dis overy potential at

3σ

omputed for

the experimental
atmospheri

2
apabilities of measuring sign(∆m23 ) and the

θ23

o tant by

ombining

neutrinos, dete ted with large statisti s in a megaton s ale water erenkov

dete tor, with neutrino beams; as initially pointed out in [44℄. Following these studies,
the MEMPHYS dete tor
os illation parameters.
measure leptoni

ould unambiguously measure all the today unknown neutrino

It's worth to stress the fa t that the short baseline allows to

CP violation without any subtra tion of the fake CP signals indu ed

by matter ee ts, still having a sizable sensitivity on the mass hyerar hy determination
thanks to the atmospheri

neutrinos.

4.3.4 Comparison with other proje ts
Before the advent of megaton lass dete tors re eiving neutrino from a Super Beam and/or
Beta Beam, several beam experiments (MINOS, OPERA, T2K, NoVA) and rea tor experiments (su h as Double-CHOOZ) will have improved our knowledge on θ13 .
θ13 is found by these experiments, it will be "big" (sin2 (2θ13 ) > 0.02) and megaton de-

If

te tors will be the perfe t tool to study CP violation, with no need for a neutrino fa tory.
2
−3
−2
ontrary, only an upper limit around 5 · 10
to 10
is given on sin (2θ13 ), one

If on the
might

onsider an alternative between a staged strategy, starting with megaton dete tors,
2
−4
to explore sin (θ13 ) down to 3 · 10
and start a ri h program of non os illation physi s,
eventually followed by a neutrino fa tory if

θ13

is not found; or a more aggressive strategy,
2
−4
aiming dire tly at neutrino fa tories to explore sin (2θ13 ) down to 10
but with no guar-

antee of su

ess; in the latter

ase, the non-os illation physi s (proton de ay, sypernovae)

is lost, but would be repla ed by pre ision muon physi s (whi h has to be assessed and
ompared with other proje ts in this eld).
There is no doubt that a neutrino fa tory has a bigger potential than megaton dete tors
−3
for very low values of θ13 (below 5 · 10 ), and the only ompetition in that ase ould
ome from so- alled high energy beta-beams. An abundant litterature has been published
on this subje t (see [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49℄), but most authors have taken as granted that
the neutrino uxes from betabeams

ould be kept the same at higher energies, whi h is

far from evident [50℄ and implies a lot of R&D on the required a
rings before a useful

omparison

Presently, the only pertinent

elerators and storage

an be made with neutrino fa tories.
omparison is between the several megaton proje ts,

namely UNO, Hyperkamiokande and MEMPHYS, or their variants using liquid argon
te hnology (su h as FLARE in the USA, GLACIER in Europe). In this do ument, we
have shown a

omparison between Hyperkamiokande and MEMPHYS, showing a de-

nite advantage for the latter, due to the betabeam. However, re ent variants of Hyperkamiokande using a se ond dete tor in Korea would have to be

onsidered.

UNO, for

the time being, refers to a study of a very long baseline (2500 km) neutrino wide band
superbeam produ ed at Brookhaven, whi h gives a disappointing sensitivity on θ13 at the
π 0 ba kgrounds

level of 0.02 (this is due to the fa t that this multiGeV beam leads to high
in a water erenkov dete tor, as explained before).

Liquid argon dete tor performan es have to be studied, but they will probably suer

θ13 , while a better
of θ13 , when statisti

from their lower mass for the lower limit on

visibility of event topolo-

gies would probably help for high values

s be ome important and

systemati s dominate; all this has still to be
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arefully quantied.

Let us mention that a unied way to ompare dierent proje ts has been made available
to the

ommunity , this is the GLoBES pa kage [30℄.

Figure 13 in this do ument was

a tually produ ed using GLoBES, and some of us are a tively pursuing GLoBES-based
omparisons in the framework of the International S oping Study (ISS), with results
expe ted by mid-2006. They will also address the best way to solve problems related to
2
the degenera ies on parameter estimates due to the sign of ∆m23 , the quadrant ambiguity
on

θ23 ,

as well as intrinsi (analyti ) ambiguities (In the present do ument, we have
◦
supposed θ23 equal to 45 , and the absen e of matter ee ts at low energies make the
results insensitive to the mass hierar hy). But the main point is to feed GLoBES with
realisti

estimates of the expe ted performan es of the dierent proje ts, in terms of

ba kground reje tion, signal e ien ies and the various related systemati
A

un ertainties.

oordinated eort to get realisti numbers for the dierent proje ts will be, if su

essful,

an important a hievement of the ISS initiative.

4.4

Solar neutrinos

Water herenkov dete tors have measured the high energy tail of the solar
ux using ele tron-neutrino elasti

s attering [51℄. Sin e su h dete tors

8

B neutrino

ould re ord the

time of an intera tion and re onstru t the energy and dire tion of the re oiling ele tron,
unique information of the spe trum and time variation of the solar neutrino ux was
extra ted. This provided further insights into the solar neutrino problem, the de it of
the neutrino ux (measured by several experiments) with respe t to the ux expe ted by
the standard solar models. It also

onstrained the neutrino avor os illation solutions in

a fairly model-independent way.
The re oiling ele trons from solar neutrino intera tions are low in energy and produ e
few herenkov photons.

However, if at least 20 % of the dete tion surfa e is photo-

sensitive then solar neutrinos above 10 MeV

ould be dete ted even with a modest photo-

sensor e ien y. A dete tor with larger size than any existing Water erenkov has the potential to measure spe trum and time-variation of the high-energy solar neutrino ux more
pre isely, if systemati

un ertainties

an be kept small. For example, Super-Kamiokande's

measurements obtained from 1258 days of data

ould be repeated in about half a year

(the seasonal ux variation measurement requires of

ourse a full year). In parti ular, a

rst measurement of the ux of the rare hep neutrinos may be possible. Elasti

neutrino-

ele tron s attering is strongly forward peaked. To separate the solar neutrino signal from
ba kground events, this dire tional

orrelation is exploited. Angular resolution is limited

by multiple s attering. The re onstru tion algorithm rst re onstru ts the vertex from
the PMT times and then the dire tion assuming a single Cherenkov
the re onstru ted vertex.

one originating from

Re onstru ting 7 MeV events in a 400 kton du ial volume

water erenkov (UNO,MEMPHYS,...) seems not to be a problem.
This means we are able to make improvements in solar neutrino dete tion with a
megaton-s ale erenkov dete tor: even if it is not the main goal of su h a dete tor it
ould be an ex ellent by-produ t.
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5

S hedule

The following table presents an optimal s hedule for the European proje t taking into
a

ount the key date of the

ompletion of the new tunnel ex avation around 2010. Soon

after, CERN will have to de ide its post-LHC strategy, while nu lear physi ists will hopefully

hoose CERN as the host laboratory for the EURISOL proje t. We would also like

to stress that the s hedule of the neutrino beams from CERN is not
of the other non a

elerator items of resear h.
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onstraining the start

6
In

Con lusions
on lusion a megaton s ale Water erenkov dete tor at the Frejus site will address a

series of fundamental issues :

•

explore the nu leon de ay with a sensitivity an order of magnitude better than
urrent limits on dierent

•

in the

ase of a gala ti

hannels

or near gala ti

supernova explosion, tra k the explosion in

unpre edented detail providing at the same time information on the third os illation
angle beyond what is

•

urrently a hievable in terrestrial experiments

provide a trigger for supernova explosions for other astroparti le dete tors for supernova exploding in a range of up to 3 Mp , knowing that 1 supernova explosion
per year is expe ted within a distan e of 10 Mp

•

provide a 4 sigma dete tion of diuse supernova neutrinos after 2-3 years of operation

•

in asso iation with a superbeam and betabeam from CERN obtain a sensitivity
2
−4
to the third os illation angle down to sin (2θ13 ) ∼ 10
and dete t maximal CP
2
−4
violation at 3 sigmas for sin (2θ13 ) larger than 3 · 10

A series of other physi s topi s, not mentioned here, will also be adressed : for instan e
neutrino physi s, as well as interdis iplinary topi s in ro k me hani s, geobiology, geohemistry, geohydrology, geome hani s and geophysi s that

ould benet from a large

s ale underground ex avation.
We believe that our proje t

ompares favorably with other similar proje ts around the

world, and should be seriously

onsidered as a very attra tive major European proje t

after the LHC. The proposed strategy is thus the following: a megaton-s ale dete tor
ould be installed at Fréjus and start physi s in 2018. It would start proton de ay and
supernova sear hes, whi h would last several de ades. As soon as the neutrino beam from
SPL is available, neutrino os illation studies

an start, and the advent of a beta beam

would in rease signi antly the performan es of the dete tor.
The signatories are eager to see the MEMPHYS proje t

ome to life. They are aware

that the a tual lo ation of a megaton dete tor will depend on many issues, in parti ular
the share of future big equipments (su h as linear
pared to do the proposed physi s in any
with their japanese and ameri an

olliders) worldwide.

ountry, and have already set up

They are preollaborations

olleagues. An inter-regional yearly (US-Europe-Japan)

workshop series NNN-XX (Next generation of Nu leon de ay and Neutrino Physi s dete tors) organizes and stru tures this

onvergen e of interests. The authors of this do ument

hope however that Europe will not miss a unique opportunity to keep a leading role in
the underground physi s,

omplementary to the Gran Sasso.

Furthermore, it is obvious that the

urrent proposal is

omplementary to other pro-

posals for large undergrounds dete tors using liquid s intillator (LENA) or liquid argon
te hnologies (GLACIER) in order to pursue the same physi s goals. The advantage of the
water erenkov te hnique lies on the possibility to instrument very large masses, while
liquid argon dete tors

an have an ex ellent resolution and liquid s intillators very low
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dete tion thresholds for neutrino physi s.

On the te hnology side the water erenkov

seems a straightforward extension of the existing te hniques while for instan e the liquid
argon option presents daring te hnologi al
tarities in physi s potential and the
ontainers:

hallenges. The realisation of the

omplemen-

ommon R&D issues (large underground

averns and

ex avation issues and safety, large area low

ost photodete tion and ele -

troni s, puri ation and ba kground issues, interdis iplinary issues, et .) prompted the
proponents of the above solutions to start federating their eorts in order to exploit the
possible synergies in view of

ommon future proposals to the European Union

[52℄ and

elsewhere.
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